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introduction

Cities play a crucial role as engines of the economy, as places of 
connectivity, creativity and innovation. The arrival of driverless au-
tonomous vehicles represents a unique opportunity for a funda-
mental change in urban mobility and could lead to healthier, more 
competitive and greener cities - but only if public authorities and 
public transport companies take an active role now and integrate 
AVs into an effective public transport network. If employed as 
shared ‘robo-taxis’ and mini-buses as well as used to reduce car 

ownership through more effective car-sharing schemes, driverless 
AVs could dramatically enhance public transport. This paper details 
the challenges ahead and outlines a way forward for the introduc-
tion of autonomous vehicles in our cities.

Indeed, a future with autonomous and connected vehicles can 
have various outcomes depending on how they are to be regulated 
and used. Will they lead to even more cars on the road, more urban 
sprawl and more congestion? Or will they contribute to shaping 
sustainable and liveable cities, the regaining of urban space, less 
vehicles on the road and a higher quality of life? 

Imagine providing affordable, sustainable and convenient mobili-
ty options to all citizens including less mobile persons, the elderly, 
children and people living in suburban or rural areas. Imagine these 
mobility solutions opening the way for decarbonisation, to enable 
your city to regain valuable urban space to be reallocated to green 
zones, economic activities or affordable housing and to provide 
flexible, around the clock on-demand transport that is safe and 
cost-efficient. Autonomous vehicles can help to build that future.

A new chAnce for An ever-Present 
Public trAnsPort system
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Which future will you choose?
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Imagine providing affordable, sustainable and 
convenient mobility options to all citizens including 
less mobile persons, the elderly, children and people 
living in suburban or rural areas. Autonomous 
vehicles (AVs) can help to build that future.

Autonomous vehicles: A PotentiAl gAme chAnger 
for urbAn mobility
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Recent studies by MIT (New York), ITF (Lisbon) and the VDV 
(Stuttgart) have shown that it would be possible to take every citi-
zen to their destination with at least 80% fewer cars! 

Removing four out of every five cars would have a significant pos-
itive impact for cities and affects not only the environment, traffic 
efficiency, and parking but also frees up a lot of urban space. In 
many cities, on-street parking accounts for a vast amount of land, 
which could be freed for other uses. Fewer cars would also lower 
the cost of building and maintaining roads and generate less noise 
whilst having a smaller environmental impact.

Driving patterns of vehicles could be algorithmically optimised, but 
most importantly: self-driving vehicles would also provide much 

safer roads as today 1.2 million worldwide a year die in automo-
bile-related deaths and 90% of the accidents are due to human 
error. 

BUT this will only happen if AVs are introduced in 
fleets of driverless shared autonomous vehicles of 
different sizes reinforcing an efficient high capacity 
public transport network supporting walking and 
cycling.  

Indeed, the above-mentioned studies clearly state that these re-
sults are only obtained if autonomous vehicles are shared and they 
complement an efficient high-capacity public transport system. 
Public transport is and remains the only solution able to fulfil the 
lion’s share of trips by using a minimum amount of space in dense 
urban environments and enabling people to travel in a time-effi-
cient manner. 

less trAffic, 80% fewer cArs

AVs used as feeders 
to public transport stations

High capacity core network with 
fixed line service

Area-based on-demand
autonomous mini-buses

Swarm of AVs as Robo-Taxis 
and on-demand shuttles

Possible applications of autonomous vehicles (AVs) as part of a diversified 
public transport system

Source : UITP / üstra

Autonomous Car-sharing 
vehicles
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The decisive factors that will determine the realisation of the 
above vision are the shared usage of AVs in fleets and the use 
of fully driverless operation. If fully automated operation cannot 
be accomplished, AVs will NOT be able to form a new mode of 
transport and thus could NOT enhance existing public transport.  
Therefore cities and countries must actively shape the introduction 
of AVs now to prepare the authorisation of driverless operation. An 
integrated effort of all authorities concerned (mobility, road safety, 
urban planning, traffic control, etc.) must be put in place. Other-
wise we will miss the chance for a fundamental change in urban 

mobility and end up in a scenario where vehicle automation will 
even further increase the amount of private car and vehicle miles 
travelled with all the associated negative externalities.

2016 has seen many trials of autonomous vehicles of different 
sizes and things are moving very fast as – according to various 
estimations - fully autonomous cars are predicted to become 
available in the early 2020s.

Since June 2016, Swiss operator Carpostal – Postauto oper-
ates two electric autonomous shuttles for passengers in the 
city centre of Sion on a 1.5km circuit. Carpostal-Postauto 
aims to test the public acceptance, the integration of autono-
mous shuttles in pedestrian zones as well as offering additional 
services where no public transport services existed before. 

For Keolis, AVs are a groundbreaking innovation, transforming 
the city. In Lyon, an autonomous shuttle service has been run-
ning on the banks of the river Saône since September 2016, 
providing easy access to businesses, as well as dining, enter-
tainment, and shopping areas. Designed with intermodality in 
mind, the shuttle service is situated just a few metres from the 
tram stops serving the Confluence eco-district. 

No autoNomy
Driver has control

Vehicle 
iNtegrates 
detectioN / 

respoNse
Driver ready  

to take control

Vehicle giVes 
driVer warNiNgs/

iNfo 
Driver has informed 

control

Vehicle fully 
autoNomous
Driver takes control  

in emergency

Vehicule fully 
autoNomous

Occupants do not need 
ability to drive

limited

uNlimited

1 2 3 4 5

tArget:
full 

autoNomy

Public transport path
Business model for urban 
mobility service providers

Car industry path
Comfort features for private cars
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Autonomy levels

full autoNomy 
oN certaiN routes

public transport offers the quickest development path to full autonomy because it 
can start operating in a limited area

Source : UITP / Transdev
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  Ability of the public sector to invest in new technologies, 
lack of speed for innovation and lack of skilled workforce 

  Direct services with smaller vehicles could weaken 
mainline public transport services, walking, cycling

  Significant change only through higher vehicle occupancy 

  Special vehicle equipment and development needed 
for public ride-sharing services (wide doors, room 
for luggage, communication eg. vehicle to passenger, 
passenger to control center...)

  Most car-owners are not used to car- and ridesharing 
and will not accept these forms of car-use naturally

  So far, low speed, low capacity and very “cautious” driving 
behaviour

Although it seems clear that AVs are coming, we do not know yet how they will be rolled out as this also largely depends on how they will 
be regulated. The following SWOT analysis shows the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats that shared AVs represent for the 
future of our cities:

  Provide additional efficient public transport services (high 
frequency or on demand) during extended operating 
hours at lower cost

  Social inclusion: more mobility options for all (elderly 
people, disadvantaged communities, children, less 
populated areas)

  Solutions for Last-Mile, Door-2-Door, neighbourhood- 
and feeder services, 

  Chance for decarbonisation: introduction of e-mobility 

  A chance to re-frame how public transport is used and 
viewed by the public

  AVs as car- and ride-sharing will reduce parking pressure 
and car traffic

StreNgths WeakNesses

  Chance for public transport to become a real 
mobility provider and the digital integrator with all the 
opportunities of the value of data, CRM & traffic control

  Enhanced planning of mobility infrastructure

  Chance for new business model for urban mobility, for 
instance through time-sensitive pricing instead of flat 
rate

  Increase in jobs with more customer-oriented functions 
(proactive mobility assistant instead of invisible bus 
driver?)

  Chance to implement Mobility as a Service Platforms

  AVs as carsharing-cars as a door-opener to increase the 
number of shared trips

  Regaining urban space through reduced parking needs 
and shared use of AVs

  Limits in technology or lack of public acceptance could 
prevent driverless operation within the foreseeable future

  Traffic volume increase through empty AV cars 

  Private cars being replaced by private AVs, making 
congestion more bearable leading to additional car 
ownership and urban sprawl

  Reduction in number of  driver/chauffeur jobs 

  AVs as robo-taxis are a business opportunity for private 
firms (Uber, Google, Amazon, car-manufacturers). This 
could lead to the privatisation of urban transport services 
with a loss of influence for public authorities

  Uncertainty on Life Cycle Costs (LCC), providers, 
monopolistic or competitive markets, etc.

OpportuNities Threats
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Now is the time to start preparing the right regulatory frame-
work for AVs to ensure they will serve cities’ policy objectives.  
With current traffic rules, AVs will be seen as comfortable private 
cars that could well drive around empty to avoid paying parking 

charges, increasing car traffic and urban sprawl. Public transport, 
walking and cycling would lose market share and doing nothing is 
therefore not an option. 

Ensuring safe, green, accessible, affordable, equitable and inclusive 
mobility to citizens are the principles of any city or region. New 
technologies should be used to help cities reach these policy goals. 
Therefore, the role of authorities must be to build a regulatory 
framework to ensure AVs bring benefits to cities and that the 
above principles are respected. Cities will only be able to shape the 
future mobility market if they get involved now.  

As mentioned before, autonomous vehicles offer the opportunity 
to provide more public transport options to people and in 

locations where it was difficult or impossible before because of 
high operational costs. Shared autonomous ‘robo-taxis’ and on-
demand shuttles will be very cost-efficient since there will be 
no driver costs and they could solve first- and last mile issues, 
act as feeders to public transport trunk lines or offer door-to-
door mobility. They will be part of a versatile and highly efficient 
integrated public transport system where citizens will be able to 
choose the best mobility option through an integrated multimodal 
mobility platform offering mobility as a service (‘MaaS’). 

Shared fleet of vehicles

Autonomous vehicles

+   Strong reduction in number of cars (reduced car ownership, effective use of cars as they operate 
most time of the day) 

+   Drastically improved mobility for people that do not own a car

Privately owned cars 

 unsustainable, even more car traffic

=  No effect on car ownership
=   No effect on number of parked cars 

(cars unused most of the day)

=  No effects on costs /km 
=   No effects on mobility for people that do 

not own a car 
_   Even more car traffic  

(as it is even more comfortable and attractive to 
go by car)

Fleet cars competiNg with 
traditional public transport services

 Better mobility, less efficency

+  Street reclaiming (less parked cars)

+  Improved access to public transport
+   Improved mobility for people that do not 

own a car
_   More traffic (strong increase in Vehicle Miles 

Traveled - VMT)
_   Inefficency (small vehicles replacing buses and 

trains)
_   Passenger loss for traditional public 

transport walking and cycling

 sustainable, better mobility and equity

Fleet cars iNtegrated with 
traditional public transport services

+  Large scale street reclaiming 
+  Highly improved access to public transport
+   Highly improved mobility for people that 

do not own a car
+  Strong decrease in VMT
+   High gain of efficency (large and small vehicles 

perfectly mixed)

+  Low costs/km

Autonomous vehicles will only help to meet public policy goals  
if they come as shared fleets integrated with public transport

Source : UITP / Martin Röhrleef 
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Obviously there are still many questions related to liability, insur-
ance and technology that need to be solved but the introduction of 
driverless autonomous vehicles has a huge impact on the planning 
and the investment needed for sustainable urban mobility in the 
future and this calls for action now to ensure the right decisions 
are taken. 

eNcouragiNg shared moBility
The first point is to ensure autonomous vehicles are shared and 
that people are ready for this idea of sharing and switching be-
tween different modes of transport. Therefore, all forms of shared 
mobility, mainly car- and ride-sharing, need to be actively promot-
ed and incentivised as of today. Tax incentives for shared rides or 
shared ownership of vehicles, shared vehicle zones, promotional 
campaigns, priority parking places, promotion of pilot projects...: 
preparing our citizens for shared autonomous vehicles in the future 
goes hand in hand with more car- and ride-sharing today. Meas-
ures to limit single car occupancy need to be taken as well as meas-
ures to avoid having empty private autonomous cars on the roads.  

creatiNg a BalaNced iNtegrated 
multimodal moBility offer
The second point is to ensure that these fleets of shared AVs are 
integrated into a complete mobility solution with high capacity 
public transport as a backbone in densely utilised areas to fulfil the 
lion’s share of trips complemented by walking and cycling. 

The creation of multimodal mobility platforms 
offering Mobility as a Service is the way to connect 
urban mobility services now and in the future. 

In spring 2017 in Vienna, the 
mobility app WienMobil will 
offer simple and convenient 
access via the Wiener Linien 
app not only to bus, tram and 
metro services but to all pub-
licly available mobility servic-
es such as e-loading stations, 
parking garages, taxis, City-
bike, car sharing, car rental 
and many more. The result is a 
one-stop mobility shop that, in 
addition to accessing real-time 
information, enables the user 
not only to buy tickets, but also 
to book, reserve and pay for 
other combined transport.

PICTurE

In order to become really attractive and form a credible alternative 
to (autonomous) car ownership, the different sustainable modes 
need to be coordinated, planned and delivered in an integrated 
way. From a physical perspective (coordinated network planning, 
stations, urban planning, and algorithmic optimisation of 
autonomous fleets) but also from an information perspective: 
a one-stop-mobility shop acting as a personal mobility assistant 
offering travel information, booking and ticketing. 

Public transport authorities and operators are experts in organising 
urban mobility solutions: allow them to lead the transition and take 
the lead in the coordination of tomorrow’s mobility. Moreover, 
public transport already has experience in the automation of 
transport services thanks to the automation of metro lines. Indeed, 
in 2016 there were 803km of automated metro in operation in 
37 cities worldwide. This trend is growing as by 2025, automated 
metro lines are expected to total over 2,300km globally. 

Walking, cycling and shared autonomous fleets are excellent 
options to provide door-to-door transport or act as feeders, but 
on their own they are not a substitute for public transport, primarily 
as they lack the capacity to cater for the sheer volumes required in 
densely utilised urban spaces. 

PICTurE

In February 2016, üstra 
launched its Mobility Shop that 
offers multimodal registration, 
routing, booking and invoicing 
in Hannover, Germany. It is a 
major step towards becoming 
a true multimodal provider 
that offers Mobility as a Ser-
vice (MaaS) to its customers 
now and in the future. 

© Wiener Linien© üstra
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In many cities, public transport companies are leading the transition 
to offer multimodal mobility to their citizens through partnerships 
with shared mobility providers such as car- and bike-sharing and 
they are testing new services with autonomous shuttles. They are 

also providing Mobility as a Service-platforms to provide combined 
mobility to their customers and these platforms will also ensure the 
integration of shared AVs into a complete mobility solution in the 
future.

Transdev aims to offer innovative mobility solutions and excel-
lent service to its customers. Autonomous vehicles hence were 
a natural choice since they are flexible in terms of timing and 
geographical coverage, economical, clean and offer many de-
velopment opportunities.
“We’re convinced of the potential that autonomous vehi-
cles have to extend our current range of services. We’re 

aiming high, and thinking practically. This means going 
through a key initial stage, on which we are focusing all our 
energy right now: consolidating our expertise by capital-
ising on the success of the first operations such as Civaux 
with Navya and Ladoux with Easymile.” Yann Leriche,  
Chief Performance Officer, Transdev.

In Singapore, the Land Trans-
port Authority (LTA) con-
siders AV technology an op-
portunity to help achieve the 
2013 Singapore Land Trans-
port Masterplan that aims 
to promote public transport 
as the mode of choice. It will 
help address the challenge 
of the manpower crunch and 
AV fleet coordination and 
control infrastructure will fa-
cilitate efforts to improve the 
reliability of public transport 
services. On the service pro-
vision side, it will offer first- 

and last-mile connectivity as 
well as on-demand services 
through a demand-responsive 
fleet of shared autonomous 
vehicles. A massive effort is 
underway to build up public 
transport, walking and cy-
cling infrastructure and rally 
around a car-lite Singapore. 
Therefore, Singapore is pre-
paring itself through trials to 
integrate autonomous vehi-
cles into the public transport 
network once they are ready.

© LTA

© Transdev - Jean-François Deroubaix

Av strAtegy of A Public trAnsPort oPerAtor: trAnsdev

Av strAtegy of A Public trAnsPort 
Authority: ltA
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recommendAtions
 
how to get from 0.5 % of shared mobility  
to 50-60%?

    Public authorities need to take an active role in the roll out 
of AVs so that they meet policy objectives: 

 o  Measures to limit single car occupancy: road pricing (to 
the advantage of high occupancy vehicles), parking man-
agement, shared vehicle zones…

 o  Measures to avoid empty private AVs idling on the road 

 o  urban planning measures:  
  -  regain urban space from parking facilities to be al-

located to other uses 
  -  integrated urban & mobility planning 
  -  prevent urban sprawl, rethink urban planning with 

autonomous shuttles

 o  Provide integrated mobility platforms (MaaS) as whoever 
controls the platform controls the travel behaviour and re-
quire all public mobility services to join

 o  regarding data, ensure the different urban mobility servic-
es can communicate and are not closed systems 

 o  Make tendering/concessions for shared AV fleets 

 o  Any new mobility service should be evaluated against 
modal split objectives and ensure a better quality of urban 
life before being supported

 o  Promote shared vehicle use in all forms through promotion 
and tax incentives

    Allow the use of shared driverless autonomous vehicles on 
public roads, at least in trials to test how to best use them in 
the mobility eco-system

    Let public transport operators  and shared-fleet mobility op-
erators test AVs and take advantage of innovation – adapt 
regulation to allow testing of autonomous vehicles to be in-
tegrated into the public transport offer

       Enlarge the competences of public transport authorities to 
all urban mobility services

    Support research to understand citizens’ acceptance of au-
tonomous vehicles and contribute to create confidence 

    Prepare for the consequences on jobs as some driver/chauf-
feur jobs could disappear and other jobs requiring specific 
skills will be needed. How will the transition be managed?

    Developments take time: start now because the future is 
coming

    Boost synergies between public transport & private shared 
mobility actors 

Encouraging shared mobility now will 
pave the way for the shared use of  
shared AVs in the future!


